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Virtual ECUs

Maker. Over and above that, virtual

Simulation versus measurement

In the future, test drives will mainly

ECUs can be packaged together

Measurement data from experiments

be used to create the database for

as S-functions for integration into

on vehicles or at a test bench serves

computer simulations and to back

Simulink® simulations. Virtual ECUs

as an important basis for simula-

up validations that have been per-

can be calibrated in the same way

tions and virtualizations. On the one

formed in these simulations. In spite

as real ECUs by connecting them

hand, this data can act as a source

of the growing complexity of power-

Developing new, electronically controlled vehicle functions involves a number of discrete stages:

to measurement and calibration

of reference for calibrating func-

trains and assistance systems – and

design, prototyping, implementation, verification, integration, and validation. However, these

tools such as ETAS INCA – and cali-

tions in the virtual environment. On

equally the ever-growing numbers

brating them in a closed-loop simu-

the other hand, it can be used both

of sensors and ECUs – it will thus be

can all be seamlessly connected by using virtual ECUs. Virtual ECUs can be duplicated any num-

lation, for example. The calibration

to stimulate simulations and to gen-

possible to further shorten the test-

ber of times, which makes it easier for work processes to be performed in parallel and for tasks

data obtained can then be used

erate data-based models – which

ing stages and to significantly re-

again in subsequent process steps.

often make system behavior easier

duce again the number of proto-

to describe and more precise to pre-

types and test vehicles.

ETAS ISOLAR-EVE in application

to be better assigned. Both these factors can do a lot to speed up software development and
improve software quality. At the same time, using virtual ECUs brings down development costs

Since both the application software

because they make it possible to recognize errors or flaws at the design and implementation

and the basic software of ETAS Vir-

stages and resolve them early on.

correspond as closely as possible to

ISOLAR-EVE V3.1 runs
on Windows 10 and
supports automotive
Ethernet. Furthermore, it features a
variety of other improvements. Find out
more on page 29.
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platform and on the other hand it

right test designs permit many inte-
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gration and release tests to be per-

board assemblies, challenging Hard-
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Because of the virtualization plat-

ware components and basic soft-
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the-Loop tests will increasingly

they can then be tested and cali-
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ware modules provided by a num-
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brated with the virtual ECUs gen-

grate it with special editors, version

ber of vendors. The spectrum here
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process, tools such as ISOLAR-EVE

and parameterize these virtual ECUs

the purposes of test automation.
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are key factors in bridging the

flexibly on a Windows PC, and so to

The same is true for software test-

to integration testing and down-

for AUTOSAR solutions

gap between these methods of

customize them for the current ap-

ing environments as well as for

stream functional validation. In this

at ETAS GmbH.

testing.

plication.

measurement and calibration tools.

process, the virtualization platform

In addition, ISOLAR-EVE supports

makes it possible to generate test
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ISOLAR-EVE: open, and based

ISOLAR-EVE is interoperable with

the generation of virtual ECUs with

interfaces at all levels of the soft-
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on the Eclipse platform

development, testing, measuring,

functional mockup interfaces (FMIs)

ware architecture – be it on the level

duct Manager ISOLAR-

With ISOLAR-EVE (ETAS Virtual ECU),

and calibration tools offered by

for co-simulation of systems in var-

of the application software, the

EVE at ETAS GmbH.

ETAS provides an open platform

ETAS and other vendors. This is due

ious vehicle domains; it also sup-

basic software, the runtime environ-

that makes it possible to virtualize

to the fact that on the one hand it

ports integration into vehicle dynam-

ment (RTE), or the microcontroller

an individual ECU or an entire ECU

is built on the open source Eclipse

ics simulations, such as IPG Car-

abstraction layer (MCAL).

Debugging and
code coverage
analysis

Functional mockup
interface (FMI) or
Simulink® S-function

Measurement data

Eclipse
Messdaten

date the implementation as well as
Closed loop control

Plant model

Rest bus
simulation

CAN connection to
CANoe or BUSMASTER

Virtual ECU
Application software

Measurement and
calibration

RTE

OS

µC-independent
basic software
PC MCAL

Test
automation

Visualization

System simulation

XCP connection to
ETAS INCA or other tools

Application

ETAS ISOLAR-EVE test
framework, PikeTec TPT,
or other testing tools

ETAS experiment
environment or other
visualization tools

Environment

The openness of ISOLAR-EVE enables flexible integration into
available tool environments.

